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VOLUME 46 (Z-107) WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1941 NUMBER 28 
Student Council Moves to Accept 
Darling's Publications Union Plan 
U. S. Enlists the Aid of 
Students in Bond Drive 
Bond May Be Bought Outright 
Or Obtained Through Pos-
tal Savings Stamps 
Government bonds, postal saving's 
stamps, and the organization of 
the state defense council came un-
der discussion at the assembly this 
afternoon. Everyone at Rollins, 
both as a group and as individuals, 
must play some part in national de-
fense. The time has passed for 
slackers. Even Republicans will 
agree with Roosevelt that "We 
don't want war" and they will also 
agree that we do need cooperation. 
Dean Enyart said a few days 
ago, "The defense of our country 
will mean sacrifice, but there is no 
person on campus who can't give at 
least ten cents a week, or twenty-
five cents a week." The Postal 
Savings Stamps are a convenient 
way of saving to buy bonds for the 
country. And an eighteen dollar 
and seventy-five cent bond which 
matures to twenty-five dollars does-
n't sound like too much of a sacri-
fice. 
There are three series of bonds, 
ranging in denomination from 
twenty-five to ten thousand dollars 
Probably Series E, the smallest of 
the three, would be the most likely 
to interest college students. These 
bonds are issued at prices of eigh-
teen dollars and seventy-five dol-
lars, three hundred seventy-five 
dollars, and seven hundred fifty 
dollars. The 2.9% interest, com-
pounded semi-annually when the 
bond is held to maturity (that is, 
when the bond is held for ten years) 
will give the holder^ twenty-five 
dollars for an eighteen seventy-five 
bond, and fifty dollars for the 
thirty-seven fifty bond. The owner 
may redeem the bond at any time 
after sixty days from issue. Series 
F, in case anyone at Rollins is in-
terested, is issued at prices from 
seventy-four to seventy-four thou-
sand dollars, with interest com-
pounded semi-annually at 2.53%, 
maturing after twelve years. The 
bonds may be registered in the name 
of one individual, of two individ-
uals as co-owners, or of one individ-
ual and one individual as benefic-
iary. 
The savings .stamps provide a 
(Contmued on Page 3) 
College Spirit Awakens Under May Moon 
As Independent Girls, X Club Win Sing 
Settled on the grass by the lake 
last Friday night, the Rollins stu 
dents held their annual Campus 
Sing sponsored by the Independent 
men. Having been called off once 
because of rain, the festivities 
found a soft summery night to re-
ceive their loyal descents to Rollins 
and its fraternities. And so May's 
full moon was ushered in "on wings 
of song." Lake Virginia reflected 
her dazzle and the trees cast lacy 
patterns as the sororities began 
the serenade. From this group 
the judges, Mrs. Emilie Dougherty, 
John Carter, and Clifford Maser, 
selected the Independent women as 
winners. A noteworthy point be-
cause they have never before par-
ticipated in the competition. Under 
the leadership of Mary Elizabeth 
Upchurch they sang "My Lady 
Sleeps" and "The Curate and the 
Vicar" which, with due success, was 
repeated at the public demand. 
Honorable mention went to the 
Gamma Phi Betas who sang "Just 
Put Your Arms Around Him" and 
"Goodnight, Little Sister," with 
Erika Heyder leading. 
Dividing the feminine from the 
masculine competition, Alma Van-
der Velde, Rachel, Paul and John 
Harris, accompanied by several 
boys from the Winter Park High 
School, executed spectacular high 
dives into fire-strewn water. To 
quote Miss Vander Velde before go-
ing into the water, "I think this is 
profaning the night to perform such 
gaudy and supposedly daring acts," 
but to the contrary, it gave a pic-
turesque variety to the evening. 
The greatest response went to the 
Kappa Alpha's giddy touch, a song 
written by Jess Gregg and Jim 
Niver called "The Butterfly's 
Daughter"; to the Lambda Chi's 
harmonious parody on the Dart-
mouth Winter Song, conducted by 
Pres Wetherell; and to1 the X Club's 
"We Are a Band of Jolly Boys." I t 
was the X Club which won the 
competition with the above men-
tioned and a Rollins fight song. 
The leader was Bill Affleck. To 
the Lambda Chi's last year's win-
ners, went honorable mention for 
their original words and rendition 
of "Finlandia." In the midst of 
the Beanery waiter's song, "Swing 
Low, Sweet Chariot" a radiant band 
was seen coming down from the 
sky. Angels? No, just the Orlando 
Army Base flyers in formation. 
And so another Rollins' night of 
stuff has passed. Typical were 
some ofthe remarks heard through-
out: "This is what I call REAL col-
lege spirit"; "Why don't we do 
this again next month?" 
Sigma Phi Omegas 
Affirm Acceptance 
By The Delta Chi's 
Telegram Announces N e w s : 
Installation Will Be Held 
This Month 
Rollins College is soon to have 
another national fraternity added 
to its list of those already on cam-
pus. 
Sigma Phi Omega, Rollins local, 
has announced its acceptance by 
Delta Chi, National Social Fra 
ternity, for induction into that or 
ganization's brotherhood. Official 
acceptance came by telegram last 
week, and installation will be held 
some time in May. Although the 
exact date has not yet been set, 
preparations are already under way. 
The Delta Chi Fraternity was 
founded at Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New, York, October 13, 
1890. There are, at present, thirty-
five active chapters of Delta Chi, 
representing twenty-one states, the 
District of Columbia, and Canada. 
Sigma Phi Omega was organized 
in 1938. The move for nationaliza-
tion was no sudden decision. Cor-
respondence with Delta Chi, which 
resulted in the petition for a char-
ter and the decision by Delta Chi 
to join the Rollins family through 
granting a Charter to S. P. O., has 
been a matter of long standing. 
Gregg-Ogilvie Nuptial 
Takes on Aspect of 
All-College Wedding 
Another Rollins romance had cul-
minated into the Wedding March 
when Sherry Gregg and Don Ogil-
vie said their "I do's" Saturday 
afternoon in the Chapel. The event 
might unwittingly be called an 
All-College wedding with Dean En-
yart officiating, President Holt 
giving the Rollins blessing, prof-
essors, students, and numerous 
friends swelling the Chapel until 
it looked like Easter Sunday. 
Some folks believe the old adage 
that "clothes make the man", but 
those who attended the ceremony 
Saturday will agree that clothes al-
so make a wedding. Sherry gave 
the illusion of a dream amid quan-
tities of Chantilly lace, a long 
sweeping train and her quaint white 
satan ballet slippers. Everything 
was present — something old, 
something new, something borrowed 
and something blue. The maid of 
honor and the bridesmaids added 
to the picturesque scene in pale 
blue dresses and large crownless 
hats of the same shade of blue. 
The only fallacy was the nervous-
ness experienced by one of the 
(Continued on Page 3) 
REGISTRATION 
Preliminary Registration for 
1941-42 will take place Monday, 
May 26, through Friday, May 
30. All students expecting to 
return to Rollins College next 
year must complete preliminary 
registration by May 30. Places 
will be held in classes only for 
students who comply with this 
procedure. Students who are un-
certain about returning are ad-
vised to register, indicating that 
their registration is tentative. 
I t is suggested that students' 
contact their advisers as soon 
as possible and have their sched-
ules ready to file at the be-
ginning of the registration peri-
od rather than wait until the 
last week when both faculty and 
students will be too busy to give 
the necessary time for consulta-
Oratorial Contest 
Supplies Interest 
For This Evening 
The annual Sprague Oratorical 
Contest is to be held this evening 
in the Annie Russell Theatre. I t 
is scheduled to feature nine original 
speeches written and presented by 
undergraduates here at" college. 
The contestant who, in the minds 
of the judges, has best prepared his 
oration will receive a prize of fif-
teen dollars with a second prize 
of ten dollars going to the runner 
This contest is one of the 
e popular events of the school 
year and draws its participants 
from all of the various groups. 
Anyone is welcome to attend the 
presentation. Although the speak-
are allowed to chose any sub-
ject they wish on which to speak, 
the majority of them will talk on 
;ocial questions and topics concern-
ng the war. All of the orations 
ire on topics which should be of 
interest to college students and 
others interested in education. 
The contest itself was originated 
by the Pi Beta sorority with the 
cooperation of Dr. Robert J. 
Sprague. It is now, however, un-
the sponsorship of Pi Beta Phi 
sorority and the Phi Delta fra-
ternity in memory of Dr. Sprague, 
who died a few years ago. Dr. 
Sprague was professor of sociology 
and government for a number of 
years and served in the position of 
acting president of Rollins college 
for some time. 
It is in memory of this ma"n that 
the following speeches will be pre-
sented, at 8:15 P. M. this evening: 
Americanism William Justice 
(Continued on page 3) 
Approves Union's Proposals 
For Strict Qualifications 
And Faculty Board 
Open Publications 
Elections Probable 
The Battle of the Publications 
Union went into the semi-final 
round Monday night when the Stu-
dent Council took under advicement 
the recommendations of the Board 
of the Publications Union. In a 
two-and-a-half hour struggle, the 
popular election forces led by Dud-
ley Darling eventually emerged 
from the welter of discussion as at 
least temporarily triumphant. 
The Publications Union had sent 
to the Student Council for rati-
fication as amendments to the By-
laws of the Publications Union a 
composite measure consisting of the 
essential parts of Dick Kelly's op-
position measure and the more in-
ocuous parts of Mr. Darling's pro-
posal. The measure as sent to the 
Student Council covered the fol-
lowing points: (1) Establishment 
of a faculty board of appeal to 
hear all cases concerning quali-
fications of applicants for posi-
tions on the publications, when de-
cisions of the Board of Control in 
such cases are disputed. (2) Set-
ting up of much more rigid quali-
fications for all publications posi-
tions. (3) Abolishing the position 
of Business Manager of the Fla-
mingo. (4) Giving the faculty ad-
viser-at-large a vote on the Board 
of Control. (5) Election of the 
"R" Book editor in the spring in-
stead of the winter. (6) Election 
of the Chairman of the Publications 
Union in the spring instead of in 
the fall. 
After lengthy and what seemed 
endless debate, the Student Coun-
cil approved all of the recommenda-
tions of the Board of the Publica-
tions Union, except one section 
which was directly related to the 
question of Board-vs.-popular elec-
tion of the officers of the publica-
tions. The Council then passed a 
resolution requesting the Board of 
the Publications Union to amend the 
by-laws to make the election of 
editors and business managers a 
tter of a Student Association 
vote rather than a vote of the 
Board. 
It might also be said that Mr. 
Kelly and Mr. Darling each spoke 
nobly for his side of the question, 
that Mr. Fleeger and Mr. Manches-
ter battled nobly if sometimes 
rather pointlessly on all questions, 
particularly those of parliamentary 
procedure, that Mr. Liberman (of 
the Brooklyn Libermans) also spoke 
bly and well. 
TWO R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1941 
Fraternities and Sororities 
ALPHA PHI PATTER 
All the Alpha Phis have been 
splashin' around this week — swim-
ming to keep cool and suffering in 
the sun to get brown. Murray's 
half-peeled nose and Phil's nox-
ema jar are proof enough that 
they have succeeded. 
Everybody goes to Dubsdread 
and "it's tbe spot" according to 
Lil and Bub who have practically 
set up housekeeping. 
Ginny spent the week-end i 
the Pelican with the Lambda Ch 
and McQueen went over Sunday 
to pick up a quick tan. 
The Patio is popular too—Phil 
keeps her portable going most of 
the time and with towels, sunglas-
ses, and olive oil all over the place, 
it's as hard to find a spot in as 
Coney Island. Ellen's always to 
be found there, reading a letter 
from Dick or frowning over an 
economics book. Vanderwater is 
usually lieing around,% glamourous 
in a turban. 
The moonlight sing was beautiful, 
the moon was beautiful, but as for 
our singing, well, I ain't talking! 
THETA TIDBITS 
We have just now performed 
our daily journey through the sec-
ond floor of Cross Hall, without 
any remarkable adventures, and 
found that part so lately agitated 
by rebellion now peaceful and ii 
good order. The nearer we ap 
proached to the far end of th 
hall, the more my heart did sink at 
the thought of entering the de-
serted rooms; so that in order to 
postpone the evil moment I re-
solved to visit at Nance's. 
That pretty person has been 
much disturbed with thoughts of 
the night before, and was then in 
the act of thanking heaven and 
Banzy for putting a stop to her 
blackout. Statistics go to show that 
this latest visitation was the dark-
est ever attempted; and that it 
brought an abundance of tiny red 
hair nets to the victim's dresser 
drawers, as well as watering waste-
baskets, blasted light bulbs, and a 
general upheaval of all personal 
possessions. 
These unnatural recollections of 
the past have interferred con-
siderably with the active duties 
expected from us and so we con-
tinue to live in fearful apprehen-
sion of such a fate. Nan is for-
tunate, however, in the respect that 
for her this occasion is over. As 
for the rest of us we can't help 
but wonder — who's next? 
The fun of last Friday night 
should be remembered for a long 
time to come: the all-college Sing, 
"the New Orlean's Crewmen, and th 
delightfully secret swim party at 
the Orlando Country Club enjoyed 
during the late of night — from all 
reports it was the nicest night, 
wonderful water, and the brightest 
moon. Ellen says that she had a 
picnic and that the s'prise party 
was a crashing success. 
To be brief — the remainder of 
this week's doings mounts up to 
Junie's interrupted trip to Ponte 
Vedre, Betsy's newest addition to 
her wardrobe, a mad dash to and 
from the Lambda Chi beach-party, 
and of course this Sunday's sun-
tans; also of deep significance is 
the unmistakable quiet that has 
prevaded our corridors since Muffet 
and the spider have went away for 
a day. J 
GAMMA PHI 
Dear Diary, 
This week — let me think. Mon-
day night we initiated Squeeze 
and Sue Turner and whipped down 
to the drug store afterwards for 
a malt to celebrate. Wonder why 
Janie showed up after it was 
over with out a word of expl 
tion? 
Tuesday — Toy showed up at 
song practice this noon with a 
K. A. pin, very newly acquired. 
We had a volleyball game and 
played the Phi Mus. Not content 
with one song practice Erika called 
for.another one after beanery — 
she must really want us to win this 
sing. Then we all went to see the 
"Sea Hawk." 
Wednesday — The big day a t 
last — then what happens! It 
rained so we didn't sing after all. 
Bert and Randy started getting in 
tirm for the swimming meet by 
swimming across the lake a few 
times. Today was Florabelle's 
rthday. 
Thursday — I don't think any-
thing happened today. 
Friday — We invaded the field 
of battle again today. Time: 5 
o'clock. Place: volleyball court. 
Opponents: Independents; Results: 
Disaster for the Gamma Phis. Gee, 
the weather is really making up 
for the dirty deal we got Wednes-
day. A soft breeze,1 a full moon 
over the lake, and all the gals in 
white. A perfect if we could have 
won, but the Independent girls, not 
content with this afternoo: 
tory, got that plate in spite of all 
our efforts. 
Saturday — a big day. 
the crew race. Toy and Rachel 
and Flora were out cheering for 
the victorious Rollins crew, 
a quick change for Sherry1 
Ogie's wedding: It was so beautiful 
that it made me wish this was 
leap year. Oh, I almost forgot — 
Terry left by plane a t 3 o'clock 
this morning for Miami. Chuck's 
finished at Maxwell and is down 
there now. Randy, Rachel, and 
Squeeze went out to Sanlando on 
the K. A. party. 
Sunday — Marjorie went to the 
Lambda Chi beach party. The 
choir had a party at Dick Verigan's 
after' the broadcast. Erika looked 
derful in yellow and sported a 
huge corsage of gardenias. Nancy, 
Sue, Squeeze, Franchie, Rachel, 
Flora and Helen were there too. 
Tomorrow night we're having sup-
per at Miss Enyart's grill, sounds 
good. 
nie how he likes going steady yet 
Friday: The Big Day has "com 
and went" — congrats to the Ir 
dependents and the X Club — you 
were really good! The ole 
the moon really did justice and 
made the Campus Sing a thing to 
long be remembered and may I add 
the Pi Phis have more to remember 
— namely our sensational, fun-for-
all moonlight party at the solarium, 
what could be more fun than swim-
ming in moonlight, dancing in bare-
feet, splashing mustard on hot dogs 
and — need I say more ? ? The 
personal touch: Brock has a mis-
sing link this week-end, Pat still 
hasn't caught that fish yet (eh! 
Fribley) and Alice has a new 
twinkle. 
Saturday: Speaking of missing 
links — Prexy Knowlton left us 
for the charms of St. Petersburg. 
Have a good time, Betts. Emmy 
and Smoky trailed off for good 
fun with the Lambda Chis a t G 
onado. Incidentally they returned 
with smooth burns — Oh! Yes! have 
we told you Sally and Ronnie are 
going steady? ?• 
Dubsdread Column: Smoky and 
Hazel made a good try at golf this 
week and came out victoriously 
happy at the results of their ef-
forts. Newest on the list is the 
subject of moonlight swimming, 
as well as a little done by sun-
light, (Daylight to you layman 
readers). Ask Puss and Bobby 
how they like the pool at night. 
Of course we all know what it's 
like in the daytime. And now, 
my fellow laymen we leave with 
one reminder, don't forget to ask 
Ronnie and Sally when they 
gonna go steady. 
days until he sees the sight of his 
loved one. Rumor has it that the 
ceremony will be held September 
second? It looks as if Nubby will 
lose his five dollars, unlei 
covers a lot of ground during the 
summer. Jim Hoover still has that 
love light in his eyes, and it will 
be dreadful if he can't get down 
to St. Petersburg this summer? 
Larry went to Delray Beach last 
Sunday, but twenty minutes after 
he left, a certain friend from Stet-
son dropped in to see him, and 
left later with a hurt look on her 
face — Poor Bundy — .-
Because our column was not in 
last week we were unable to con-
gratulate Bud and Carl, but we hope 
you know that we were thinking 
of him and wishing them the best 
of luck. 
Last Friday afternoon we were 
heartened by the sight of numer-
ous X Clubbers (cheering) for us 
against the K. A.s. We didn't real-
ize that they liked us so much. X 
Clubbers, we hope you will turn 
out for the rest of our games, but 
you might have to turn in for one 
of them. 
PI PHITES 
Events of the Week — 
The best way to clearify you, dear 
readers, on the all important events 
of Pi Phi is chronologically thu; 
Sunday: Big Flash of the Day! 
Another "X Clubber" has fallen 
under the wiles of a Pi Phi. If you 
want to know how it feels, ask 
Ronnie. 
Monday: Diligent song practice 
and hasty meeting. 
Tuesday: Ronnie and Sally are 
still starry-eyed. 
Wednesday: Big plans for campus 
sing but incidentally rain inter-
ferred, so tumult "rained" in May-
flower as McDonough and his 
wife" practiced marching to be 
n step, for the draft and others — 
fell known — practiced bridge for 
Bundles for Pi Phi", and the girls 
sang 
SAME OLD THING 
But how can you be original in 
a column like this, we ask you? 
We have been SUNTANNING 
again and we're sorry if you're 
bored with the subject, but bear up 
— only a few more weeks! Dot 
even went to Daytona — she was-
n't bored with the subject. Just 
ask her? • 
NOW this is ORIGINAL: Margo 
and the Brooksies were 
those MOON-TANNING out at the 
pool at Dubsdread the other night. 
Carolyn happened along too, and 
took a much-needed cold dip, 
SCOOP ! ! ! — Looks like Margo 
has deserted the Phi Delts for the 
X Club. Goochie seems to be pass-
ing them by for the K. A.s." 
Coyote-Megas: That's what Cot-
ton called our "howling" practices 
for the canrpus sing. Anyhow 
we're going to give a special recital 
for Mrs. Kenedy — probably our 
most appreciative audience anyhow. 
Sherry Gregg's wedding was 
simply lovely and so was Sherry. 
Watsie was a bridesmaid — we also 
got a chance to see Phil Blitz, whom 
we've heard SO much about! Sue 
Terry, Ann Kruse, Alice Eliott also 
turned up for the event. 
Pat Randall and Bebe are our 
private dispair — what can you 
say about these faithful couples? 
Burke is going.to be widowed for 
a few days — Mel is going on a 
crew trip. 
Toni — we hope you won some 
money at the Derby! 
So the Chi Omegas are doing the 
usual things. What are YOU 
doing ? 
Phi Poodle 
Flossie is still pining away for 
Thursday: Have you asked Ron-]Bundy. He has only twenty more 
S. P. OMENS 
—And "now it can be told." On 
Wednesday night, the lights blinked 
in signal down at the S. P. O. Lodge, 
and fourteen eager figures could 
i be seen flitting down toward 
lake in th_e May night. The 
inator of all the excitement 
turned out to be Manny Ehrlich 
who was in possession of an i 
important yellow piece of paper 
that he insisted on flaunting before 
us with an air of "guess what I 
have." It didn't take long to mob 
him, however, and decipher the all-
important words of the telegram. 
After months of letter writing, 
negotiating, and nerve-racking sus-
pense, we had finally received word 
of our acceptance into Delta Chi 
National. Of course; everyone was 
glad, but there was an air of pen-
siveness, too, when the realization 
struck home that Sigma Phi Omega 
is soon to be no more. 
With this word, came an inten-
sive speed-up in activity toward 
getting our "estate" in shape for 
the expected visitors. Everyone 
has been laboring diligently — I 
painting, planting, watering, and 
cussing. (The greenish tint notice- J 
able in Brewster's hair is not b 
cause he's been to Andre's, but be-
cause he fell into a can of paint 
the other afternoon while attemp-
ting to trim a window and see if 
Walters was working, at the same 
time.) 
The ' all-college sing out of the 
way, everyone is relaxing his vocal 
chords and resting up for next 
year's rehearsals, which Simmons 
says must come right away, if we 
•e going to find our pitch. 
We are glad to welcome back to 
campus Bob Carter, Rollins '40 
and ex-vice-president of SPO. Bob 
will be with us for a week. 
enlightening of the quiz program 
neophytes, and what with the help 
of a few of the magazines from 
Hollywood and points east, he has 
become a veritable Bob Hawke 
The person with the lowest score 
is honored by being allowed to 
write the Club column. Wild Bill 
Affleck has discovered that the 
only punishment for three straight 
weeks of imbibing of every nature 
is being accepted into the army
 a s 
a "perfect physical specinian " 
"Now look," says Corky, «n e x t 
year all of you fellows will be slav-
ing away in an army camp, but 
I who refuse to support this lousy 
government, will be down here with 
about 4000 girls," and he claps his 
hands and chortles with glee! ! 
Tiny Tim Alloo is finding the 
help given him in Spanish by Bobby 
Betz to be a bit rough. We quote 
Alloo — "This Betz is s-o-o-o 
tough, I'm going to have to
 g e t 
Roney to help me pass her course." 
We noticed among the bills that 
came in this month that there was 
one for "Tootsie" Meredith from 
some man named Genius. Must be 
a smart man — who? Whom do 
you think? 
The era of the Conga has been 
well received among certain of 
the Clubbers as the Ape Pitman 
scurries down the hall singing 
"gooey gooey cohga" with his knees 
doing the work of learned casta-
nets — what sound effects — 
it's amazing! ! ! 
Bill Justice took advantage of 
a houseparty at a college for men 
this past week-end — no he didn't 
go to it, but if he and Marion 
had been playing bridge, and she 
i an ace, he would have trumped. 
Rumor has it that Tad Cist told 
a dirty joke down in Myer's room 
last Saturday night which undoubt-
edly accounts for the amount of 
spraying being done down there. 
Rumor also has it that Bob Whis-
ton was in one night last week be-
fore 2:30 — but you know how 
these rumors do grow. Ronnie 
Green and Jake the Snake Kramer, 
after careful study, reveal the meth-
ods used by the dive bombing, low 
winged, long- nosed creatures in the 
invasion of a room — they reveal 
quote "The small ones come in 
through the screens and open the 
door for the big ones to come in." 
Prof. Steel relates that two of 
the small ones carried him off to 
lakefront where, to quote the 
quitoes, "The Big ones can 
get at him." 
X CLUB EXCERPTS 
The bird seed has been stored 
away among "Moppy" MacBriar's 
equipment until it comes time for 
another campus sing. The brand 
used is a very valuable one despite 
the fact that it had little or no 
constructive effect on voices like 
deChamber's, Low's and Amark's. 
These voices are to be used for 
novelty trio work next year. "Man-
ny Brankert has taken over the 
Pi Gamma Mu Expose 
S e c r e t s to Sleuth 
Pi Gamma Mu, one of the honor-
ary chapters of the national social 
science fraternity, here on the Rol-
lins campus, has been attracting a 
good deal of attention, at least on 
the part of the editor, because 
of their frequent and all too secret 
meetings. So they are about to 
be investigated. 
Dorothy Hugli, the president of 
the organization, was the one to 
be interview and this is all the in-
formation that was dug up, or un-
covered : 
In the first place there have 
not been many meetings. One last 
week was the only one in a long 
time and in the words of pot, "very 
little was done." It seems that for 
quite some time very little con-
structive work has been done by 
the group, so the idea was pre-
sented that Pi Gamma Mu started 
on a project. And that is what 
they are doing now. 
The organization has 29 mem-
bers at the present time and mem-
(Continued on page 6) 
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Lambda Chi Beachcombers Frolic With 
Absent Minded Women, Carnivorous Pests 
Despite the fact that the doughty 
El Crawfordo was rendered hors de 
combat at an early hour Saturday 
evening, the Lambda Chi beach 
party scorched to a successful end 
Sunday, with all hands present and 
accounted for, including Ed Acree, 
who developed a disconcerting habit 
of disappearing behind sand dunes. 
With attendance cut to the bone 
thanks to choirs, crew trips and 
stuff, and a last hiinute detour turn-
ing back all but the stoutest 
hearted, the week-end was never-
theless voted a success. Of course 
someone forgot the rolls and the po-
tato salad never did appear, but 
the beachcombers lived heartily on 
beans, weiners and Coronado mos-
quitos. 
The men's sleeping quarters pre-
sented a bizarre spectacle in the 
cold clear light of Sunday morning, 
for some of the ladies forgot their 
blankets and sheets and therefore 
appropriated Acree's and Talton's 
covers. Smiling politely and cur-: 
sing quietly, the boys made the 
best of it, but Acree says a mat-
tress is still not a good substitute 
for a blanket. Talton did quite 
well, by climbing • into a mattress 
cover, sans mattress, of course. 
Highlight of the week-end was 
the trouncing of the Sholley Stink-
bombs by the Bundy Blasters. The 
latter came from behind to win, 
13-12, in a game featured by Craw-
ford's fielding, Kelly's slide into 
first base on his ear, and Bud Bry-
son's hitting. Bud proved to be a 
switch hitter. Presiding as chap-
erone were Dr. and Mrs. Croom 
Beatty, who were no trouble at all, 
albeit they put a bit too much zest 
in that 12 o'clock deadline business. 
Willie and his little Hibernian 
lass were in swimming at 5:30 
A. M. Question: Did they get up 
early, or stay up late . . . anyway 
you look at it, 5:30 is definitely 
NOT our bathing time! Dudley 
Darling stayed sober most of the 
time. It was really the gwandest 
pawty! 
Committee Optimistic 
In $200,000 Drive 
While no new total since that of 
$140,000 has been announced in the 
Student Union Building drive, the 
committee in charge is highly opti-
mistic. 
Plans are proceeding to break 
ground and start work on the build-
ing on June 5, the deadline set by 
the anonymous donors. 
After stating that solicitations 
are being continued, E. T. Brown, 
college treasurer, said "We are not 
going to let slip the possibility of 
a $65,000 contingent gift." 
AIR - CONDITIONED! 
Mats. 
39c 
Eves. 
44c I 
(Tax- ind) WINTER PARK PHONE ^SO 
STARTS SATURDAY! 
1ET THE 
FUN-SHINE 
IN . . . See 
Judy and ber 
gang of gagsters 
and gal-orious gals! 
Smoking 
—In— 
Balcony 
Also 
JOHN NESBITT'S 
"More Trifles of 
Importance" 
TUES-WED! 
JOAN CRAWFORD 
MELVYN DOUGLAS —in— 
"A WOMAN'S FACE" —Also— 
NEWS — CARTOON — COMEDY 
THURS-FRI! 
MARLENE DIETRICH —in— 
"THE FLAME OF 
New Orleans" 
With 
BRUCE CABOT And MISCHA AUER 
—Also— 
"Helpin' Paw" (Cartoon) and Sport and Latest News 
• U . S . Enlists 
(Continued from Page 1) 
means for people with small in-
comes, such as most college stu-
dents, to buy these bonds. At post 
offices and elsewhere, stamp cards 
or albums may be obtained for 
mounting the kind of Postal Sav-
ings Stamps which the individual 
finds easiest to collect. The stamps 
come in denominations of ten, 
twenty-five, fifty cents, and a dol-
lar. When a certain amount of 
these stamps are saved, they may 
be exchanged for one of the larger 
sizes until enough money has been 
saved to permit the individual to 
obtain a savings bond. 
The college department of the 
State Defense Council of Florida 
consists of four committees of the 
leading educators of the state. The 
following is a list of the committee 
members and their functions: 
The Committee on Curriculum 
and Assemblies: Chairman, Dean 
J. F. W. Pearson of the University 
of Miami; Dr. William Harold Wil-
son, University of Florida, Vice-
Chairman, and Dr. S. P. Reinsch, 
of Florida Southern College. 
The duties of this committee are 
to study, and encourage the 
strengthening of, the contributions 
of the curriculum and formal con-
vocations of assemblies to the 
spread of information and the in-
culcation of ideas helpful to the 
national defense effort. 
Committee on Extra-Curricular 
Activities: Chairman, Dean Win-
slow S. Anderson, Rollins College; 
Dean H. W. Chandler, University of 
Florida, Vice-Chairman, and Dean 
Benson W. Davis, Stetson Univer-
sity. 
The duty of this committee is to 
promote extra-curricular activities 
helpful to the national defense ef-
fort, including the promotion of 
the sale of defense bonds and stamps 
on the campus, fostering the ef-
fective use of campus music, art, 
For Good Photo Finishing 
Go to Studio of 
L E O N A. P A G E 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park 
ROLLINS PRESS STORE 
Graduation 
Cards and Gifts 
H O U G H ' S 
Food Shop 
QUALITY FOODS 
journalistic and speaking facilities, 
etc., etc. 
Committee on Emergency Safety 
Precaution: Chairman, S. R. Doyle, 
Registrar of Florida State College 
for Women. Personnel not com-
plete. 
The function of this committee 
is to plan and coordinate measures 
to be held ready to promote the 
Safetyi of lives and property of 
the several campuses in time of 
Committee on Physical Educa-
tion: Chairman, Dr. E. Benton Salt, 
University of. Florida; Dr. Thurs-
ton Adams, Rollins College, Vice-
Chairman, and Gene Battle, Flori-
da-Southern College. 
The duty of this committee is to 
consider the physical education pro-
grams in the various colleges with 
the view of increasing their con-
tribution to the national defense 
effort. 
The Rollins College sub-commit-
tees: 
General Chairman — Dean Win-
slow S. Anderson. 
Committee on Curriculum and 
Assemblies: 
Chairman, Dean Winslow S. And-
arson; Dean Arthur D. Enyart, 
Dean E. C. Nance, Dean Marian 
Van B. Cleveland, Professor C. O. 
Honaas, Dr. Rhea Marsh Smith. 
Committee on Extra-Gurricular 
Activities: 
Chairman, Dean Arthur D. En-
yart; Carrow Tolson, Miss Janet 
Jones, Dr. Clifford E. Maser, Dr. 
William Melcher, Dr. Royal W. 
France. 
Committee on Emergency Safe-
ty Precaution: 
Chairman, Professor Edward F. 
Weinberg; Dr. Croom Beatty, III, 
Dr. William L. HutcMngp, Dr. 
Harry R. Pierce, Professor W. 
Louis Roney. 
Committee on Physical Educa-
tion: 
Chairman, Dr. Thurston Adams; 
Professor John W. McDowall, Gor-
don Apgar, Professor Marjorie J. 
AMERICAN 
Launderers • Drycleaners 
202 E. PARK AVE. 
Phone 49 
• Oratorial 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Help ! .- Claire Gibeault 
Pre-war effects ... Chapman Lawton 
Let There Be Light 
Gertrude Phillips 
Communism in the Schools 
Jack Liberman 
Our Protected Artists 
Mary Trendle 
Labor and Government 
r Douglas Bills 
___ __ ..._. Almir Castro 
First Line of Defense 
- Carson Seavey 
Judges — Frank Petrie, Director 
of Vocational School, Orlando; 
A. T. McKay, Attorney at Law, 
Clark Jennings, Attorney, Orlando; 
• Gregg-Ogilvie 
(Continued from Page 1) 
bridesmaids. A young man seated 
behind me noted her fright and 
asked if she was the bride. 
Don, contrary to customary be-
liefs, remained unruffled and un-
daunted throughout the ceremony 
and grinningly glided his new 
bride down the aisle past starry 
eyed sophomores and dewy eyed 
matrons. Unsung plaise should be 
given to Jack Hoy, his best man, 
and the messieurs,, Buckwalter 
Blitz, Chancey and Gregg. 
The big celebration came at the 
reception immediately following 
the wedding. The patio and gar-
den of the Gregg's home swarmed 
with KA and Chi O well wishers 
and a roll call of the Rollins facul-
ty could easily have been taken. 
When the crowd had subsided 
somewhat, Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. 
Ogilvie took leave of Winter Park 
and their many friends in a rain 
of rice, streamers, tin cans, and a 
freshly painted "Just Married" 
sign. 
Perhaps the crowning tribute to 
the nuptials was Coach Bradley's 
setting up the crew race with the 
New Orleans Rowing Club in order 
that Don could see the prowess of 
the boat which he had stroked dur-
ing his last two years at Rollins. 
Weber, Dr. U. T. Bradley. 
There will be a registration of 
all Rollins students and faculty 
The time has come for concerted 
action on the part of every 
American who believes in this coun-
try and its ideals. Most college 
students are not in a position to 
spend a lot of money, but every 
bit that is done is a help and is an 
act of faith in the United States. 
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Intramural Climax 
Men's playday with Stetson comes next. Started last year, 
this competition met with great success, and has been made 
an annual event. It 's a wonderful idea, in that it gives non-
varsity students a chance for inter-collegiate athletics. Rol-
lins has a great intramural athletic system, (although a little 
too strenuous at present) and Stetson's recent move of ban-
ishing intercollegiate varsity athletics has strengthened their 
intramural program, so that there are sure to be plenty of 
participants from each side. 
Intramural sports are fun, and they're healthful both physi-
cally and mentally. There are lots of good athletes at Rol-
lins who don't play on any varsity team, and there are lots 
who aren't good enough to get on the varsity but who 
love good competition. These latter are the ones who enjoy 
these playdays most. The college owed them something in 
the way of athletics, and now with this playday the college is 
paying its debt. 
Some of the big eastern colleges send their champion intra-
mural teams into an intramural intercollegiate game at the 
end of each sports' season, but this wholesale movement of 
Rollins and Stetson goes them one better. 
In addition to this, wouldn't it be possible to arrange a 
competition between the leading intramural team at Rollins 
in the three main sports and the corresponding team at Stet-
son or some other Florida college ? The touch football, basket-
ball and diamondball seasons could be climaxed in this way. 
The Sandspur Receives Orchids 
In the Associated Collegiate Press rating of college news-
papers for the past year the Sandspur received an "A" rating. 
It is a compliment to former editor Dick Kelly, and something 
for the new editorial board to live up to. Based on such 
phases of newspaper work as news values and sources, writing 
and editing of stories, heads, makeup, and special features. 
The highest score came on makeup, with the written com-
ment : "A very newsy and professional looking page." As this 
is one of the biggest headaches of an editor, and one that he 
must bear and carry out himself, this is a fine tribute to 
Kelly. Another section which received compliments was the 
sports section, handled for the last two years by Ted Pitman. 
It was called "Lively and well handled", in addition to getting 
an excellent score. Almost every section of the paper was 
scored as better than average. It's really something for the 
whole school to be proud of, as a healthy newspaper is an out-
growth of a healthy college. We hope we can keep it up. 
To A Seeking Youth 
By One of Boulton's Many Dates 
Day walked unreluctantly over the horizon to the West, 
Her gay scarf whipping back across a dimming sky. 
Night followed her with finger on her lips. 
Earth's lines soften — fade — and die. 
Evening hush pervades this closing circle of the land. 
Main straightens his back — takes a deep breath 
And leaves the cares that come with day — behind him. 
We watch Day go in beauty — a stirring of regret 
That what was once to be — is — now forever gone. 
Then the East brightens and a golden moon 
Floats from out the past into a present. 
Glorified by Spring and mystery of moon light. 
You are young! 
Perhaps the stars have not yet taken the ache 
Of rebellion against implaccable fate 
From out a breast grown hard as flint 
Because you saw your love unavailing 
In that ceaselessly grim fight against death. 
Perhaps the perfumer of some flower 
Has never reached you in the dusk, 
And stirred whisperings from remotest past, — 
Or intangible handclasp from eternity. 
Perhaps you have never yielded yourself 
To open receptiveness of unbidden thought 
That comes to those whose fingers KNOW the feel of earth, 
Whose Cheeks know the caress of a moist breeze, 
Whose soul knows the vibrancy of any beauty. 
Perhaps, you've been so busy picking out the parts 
And looking for their flaws 
That the marvel of UNITY has passed you by. 
Perhaps, who knows? You're busy digging 
In the soil of human life where all things grow 
According to the laws of God, 
But you must plant the seed! 
You cannot always dig! 
And when the harvest comes in years unknown 
That lie somewhere along the road that you must tread 
I hope the seeds were right 
To give you food, yes, better — beauty and light! 
OVER THERE 
By Gordon Laughead 
Have Some Crumbs 
II Duce was trying to be clever. 
He waited until the Hitler band-
wagon had rolled over France be-
fore he jumped on. He planned 
on an easy Nazi victory. He 
dreamed of rich spoils. He neglec-
ted three facts. He overlooked the 
fact that Italians hold no love for 
Germans. He forgot the painful 
fact that Italians are good individ-
ual soldiers but make a bad war 
machine. He didn't study Hitler's 
character close enough to see that 
Adolf isn't going to give away any-
thing that Adolf can use. A tough 
Greek army kicked Bruno's dissat-
isfied troops, all over the lot. The 
German army quietly slipped into 
Italy and saved Bruno's neck. So 
today, with the German army keep-
ing peace in his home town, with 
his army about ready to fall apart, 
Bruno is casting a longing eye at 
the Nazi gains in the Balkans. In-
stead of demanding his share of 
the loot, he can only beg, "Please 
Adolf, a few crumbs." 
Burnt Fingers 
On the morning of May 2nd, 
Premier Raschid Ali Beg Gailani, 
the self appointed head of Iraq, 
ordered his small Britished-trained 
and equipped army to open fire on 
an RAF airport in Iraq. This little 
man jumped for the Hitler band 
wagon. The, only catch was that 
the wagon hasn't shown up. An 
enraged lion is now cleaning up 
the Iraq army and taking what 
parts of the country she needs. 
So little Ali left holding the 
• All For Me 
"All for me and me for myself" 
is the type of attitude that has 
characterized this second World 
War. Britain was guilty of that 
selfish attitude when she fed Hitler 
all those little countries before 
this war. Hitler was guilty last 
week when his army didn't arrive to 
save Ali's bacon. But after all, 
in a war, if you don't look out for 
yourself nobody else is going to. 
Uncle Samuel, please take note. 
Old Sins 
England should plant her highly 
polished boot right in the middle 
of her stripped cutaway trousers. 
During the first World War, Law-
rence- of Arbia, Lord Lloyd and 
other British agents kept the Arabs 
fairly quiet. After the war, a 
short sighted British government 
neglected to remember any of the 
promises it had made to the Arabs. 
Lawrence and his fellow agents 
were so embittered by the raw deal 
the Arabs were handed, that they 
fell out with the post war govern-
ment. So today, Britain has only 
a few agents left who equal such 
men as Lawrence. Palestine is a 
hotbed. The trouble started when 
Britain agreed to set up a Jewish 
National Home in the Holy Land. 
Jews flocked to Palestine. An 
Arab hates a Jew and vice versa. 
There have been disorders since 
1929. Today the British have Pal-
estine heavily garrisoned. Things 
ODDS and ENDS 
I t seems that there's a sign down 
by the lake that has been there 
for years. I t says that no one 
may go in swimming after
 s j x 
o'clock at night. For years on end 
Rollins boys have been ignoring 
the sign, and no one has been both-
ered, but a few nights ago some 
girls tried it and were promptly 
yanked out by one of the authori-
ties. Of course no one should go 
in swimming alone at night, but 
it seems rather foolish to prevent 
all swimming. Maybe they are 
afraid that a great big alligator 
will eat up the little girls or that 
a tidal wave will sweep Lake Vir-
ginia and swallow them all. 
Those airplane lights over the 
lake during the Campus Sing were 
certainly odd. Jus t as "Swing 
Low" Sweet Chariot" began, a pair 
of tiny lights appeared in the eas-
tern sky. They came straight tow-
ard us, so that they didn't seem to 
be moving, but appeared to be 
hanging in the sky, slowly enlarging 
until they were like two brilliant 
white flares. They drifted toward 
the singers as if they were the 
lights on God's chariot swinging 
down to carry Us home. It lent a 
ghostly, ethereal atmosphere to the 
beautiful evening. 
If we of the twentieth century 
weren't so blase, think of what a 
wonderful story we could have made 
out of the appearance of these 
lights at that time. Imagine the 
legend that people of a few hundred 
years ago would have based on 
these lights if they had been seen 
under similar circumstances. 
Repurcussions of the hot weather: 
Pris Thompson has informed us 
that she can't write her colunfn 
Gab and Gown" any more this 
year, because in the hot weather 
me is wearing anything. Think 
all the advertising copy the 
coming of heat brings to the north-
papers as the stores start to 
bring out new clothes; down her, 
however, it just means less copy 
for the Sandspur. I t all goes to 
show the perversity of Rollins co-
when everyone else is buying 
summer clothes, they have to 
ndividuals and refuse to wear 
anything. Oh, well, it sounds com-
fortable, and if I weren't so con-
servative I might try it myself. 
now peaceful, but the Jewish 
issue is still another thorn in Brit-
ish relationships with the Arabs. 
A "Holy War" is not an immediate 
threat. BUT with her broken pro-
mises, with only a few capable 
men qualified to deal with the 
Arabs, with Nazi operators messing 
things up, Britain is going to have 
a hard time keeping those fierce 
haughty sons of the desert in line 
these next few months. 
The Golden Egg 
Far to the east, beyond the snowy 
mountains and thick forests of his 
"Vater Land", lies a vast expanse 
of land and humanity. This is 
the gold nugget of the east. India! 
370,000,000 souls or one-sixth of 
the human race! When a Euro-
pean conqueror moves eastward, 
there is usually one eternal goal — 
India. Hitler is now moving east-
ward. 
India is a dark blemish on Eng-
land's cry for democracy. India's 
mute masses suffer in silence under 
the burden of 300,000 gods, 3,000 
casts and some of grafting, in-
competent politicians. Poverty 
and riches beyond conception lie 
side by side in this backward coun-
(Continued on Page 8) 
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FACTS YOU NEVER KNEW!// BY Bob Dart 
The Well 
Dressed Man 
By General Roderick MacArthur 
Now, haven't we men been letting 
our clothes go to — well, you know 
what? What we need to keep up 
our esprit de corps is a little help-
ful column like Miss Pris Thomp-
son, who is really very nice other-
wise, writes for the girls. 
"Comes summer, comes summer 
sports," begins Miss Thompson in 
her sweetest style, but one soon 
realizes that she has little patience 
with impropriety for "there is noth-
ing worse than seeing people start 
out for sport activities in the wrong 
clothes!" (The exclamation mark 
is hers). The same thing, I'm 
sure she will agree, is true of 
boys. It will be wonderful to have 
the latest sports tog tips for boys 
in a column just like Miss Thomp-
son's. Shall we begin? 
We asked Dr. Adams, director of 
physical education for men, what 
was correct in sports wear. "I'll 
be glad to tell you," he said. "The 
really correct thing for the dis-
criminating sportsman this year is 
the Abercombie and Fitch Bundy 
Sports Wardrobe. Now, as their 
special representative, I am in a 
position to offer you a special 
price —". But let us not sully 
our new column with crass details. 
Golf—Never wear shorts. They 
show your legs. In the interests of 
decency, "the National Golf Associ-
ation has voted against shorts so 
we don't wear them on the golf 
course." The boldface type is Miss 
Tompson's. Dr. Adams approves 
of the snappy new knitted golf en-
semble which Pete Crawford wears. 
Tenns—Permit us to quote Miss 
Thompson again. "Shorts and 
shirts are permissable but the ten-
nis dress is more popular"— with 
Miss Weber. Bobby Betz and Dodo 
Bundy have about a dozen apiece 
to the great consternation of many 
a sports photographer. 
Riding—Dr. Adams may follow 
the rule which Miss Werner was 
forced to impose: "that no one 
shall attend riding classes in 
slacks." Miss Weber also "quiv-
ered at the rememberance of saddle 
shoes instead of riding boots!" (Ex-
clamation mark again Miss Thomp-
son's). We fellows may well take 
note for "this sport requires more 
attention to dress than any of the 
other sports." 
RAY GREENE 
— Rollins Alumnus 
• 
Real Estate Broker 
Tel. 400 Park Ave. 
P. U. Jenks, After Great 
Thought,Claims He's Robbed 
I, Theophilus P. U. Jenks, the 
greatest man who ever trod the 
trails of Rollins College or beat 
a path from the Horseshoe to Har-
per's, do hereby publicly and with 
malicious intent proclaim for the 
ears of all mankind that the Stu-
dent Association election in which 
I was just robbed was the most 
blasphemous and scurrieous exhi-
bition of corruption and political 
chicanery ever seen on this campus. 
In other words, we wuz robbed; we 
wuz done in; we been moidered! 
It is obvious and apparent to all 
those multitudes who voted for 
me that no one else could possibly 
have been elected to this office, 
without resort to underhanded and 
illegal means with which I would 
never sully my pure white hands 
or my superlative political reputa-
tion. 
It is equally obvious that no per-
son — least of all, the high-minded 
and well-principled Rollins students 
— would consider for a minute vot-
ing for anyone except the best-
qualified, most popular and most 
beautiful candidate — that is. for 
me. Since I had the personal pro-
mises of all 500 students that they 
would vote for me and for me alone, 
and since I personally voted at least 
169 times (I lost track after the 
first 141), it is apparent that some 
nastly politician without a grain 
of honor or an iota of self-respect 
must have so manipulated the elec-
tion as make appear that some 
dastardly foreigner was elected, 
when in reality it was I, Theophilus 
P. U. Jenks, and none other who 
was the only just and righteous 
candidate and who was elected un-
animously by the student body of 
Rollins College in vindication of 
my statements defending them 
against the allegations of my op-
ponents that all Rollins students 
are illiterate, moronic imbeciles 
without the good sense and common 
judgment to select a peanut from 
out of a pile of fantoids. 
I, Theophilus P. U. Jenks, can-
didate and champion of the people, 
purveyor of knowledge and learning 
to the faculty of Rollins College, 
liberator of the oppressed, healer of 
the lame, the halt and the blind, 
enlightener of the ignorant, dicta-
tor of the dictograph, and spokes-
man for all the downtroden and 
sick-at-heart, do hereby protest 
the Rollins Studerit Association 
election of May 2, 1941, A. D., and 
do demand that a public, non-par-
tisian and unbiased survey of the 
conduct and results of the election 
be made by a'duly constituted com-
mittee of the Student Council of 
Rollins College, which committee 
I shall naturally appoint in my 
capacity as true president of the 
Student Assaociation. 
I do also demand that upon the 
satisfactory completion of this sur-
vey, I be restored to my rightful 
place as son and heir of the throne 
of Rollins College and to all its 
rights and privileges according to 
the customs and traditions of our 
forefathers and our successors from 
time immemorial and until the end 
of the world. 
This being done I shall rest sat-
isfied, until the time again comes 
for the Robin Hood of Rollins, 
Theophilus P. U. Jenks, friend of 
the peepul, to rise and save his 
children from the oppression of 
tryants and thieves. 
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Commencement Week 
Starts Friday, May 30 
"Royal Family" Production is 
First Event; Classes End 
Thursday, June 4 
Commencement Week, climax of 
the hectic college year, starts on 
Friday, May 30. 
The first day, everything pro-, 
ceeds as usual except for the pre-
sentation by the Rollins Student 
Players of "The Royal Family," at 
8:15 P. M. 
Saturday, May 31, the sechedule 
is the same as that of Friday, except 
that classes end for the seniors. 
Sunday, June 1, at 10:30 A. M. 
is the Baccalaureate Service in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. The 
speaker is the Reverend Everett 
Leslie Farnsworth (he has a son). 
This is academically formal with 
the Seniors and Faculty in caps 
and gowns. 
Tuesday, June 3, at 10:30 A. M., 
the class day exercises will be held 
on the Lakeshore. This is the an-
nual palm planting by all classes. 
Wednesday, June 4, classes are 
over for all undergraduates at 3:50 
sharp. 
Thursday, June 5, at 7:00 the 
traditional Alumni Breakfast will 
be held in honor of the seniors. It 
will take place at the "Family 
Tree," on Lake Virginia, which is 
across the lake from campus, in 
"Ardmore." 
At 10:00 a. m. are the Commence-
(Continued on page 6) 
Pan American League 
Will Meet i n O h i o 
Aims to B r i n g A m e r i c a s Closer 
T o g e t h e r T h r o u g h B e t t e r 
U n d e r s t a n d i n g 
The annual national conference 
of the Pan American League will 
be held a t the Mayflower Hotel in 
Akron, Ohio on May 30 and 31. 
The program will include discus-
sions of current economic and po-
litical problems concerning the wes-
tern hemisphere. Through educa-
tion, the Pan American League 
aims to bridge the gap of language 
and differences of race and psycho-
logy in order that the nations of 
the Americas may approach a closer 
understanding of one another. 
It is not necessary that the dele-
gates have a knowledge of Spanish. 
The registration fee of $4.00, in-
cluding $.50 registration and $3.50 
for meals also includes accomoda-
tion of delegates in private homes. 
Anyone interested in attending the 
convention should contact Mrs. 
Lamb as soon as possible. 
Reservations must be received in 
Akron by May 20. In addition 
to the scheduled conferences and 
round table discussions, there will 
be entertainment. 
Andy's Garage 
Church St. 
Day Phone 75 
Night Phone 319W 
John Giantonio and Mel Clanton 
Campus Agents 
Orange Laundry 
AND ACME CLEANERS 
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen" 
APPROVED AGENCY 
for 
REVLON 
Nail Enamels • Manicure Sundries 
Hand Preparations • Lipsticks 
and the New Revlon Lipstick Brush 
TftaeA ce4-
538 E. PARK AVENUE PHONES 246-9162 
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WISE GUISE 
C" 
By Peggy 
It behooves you to remember that 
this week is Dickson-Ives 57th an-
niversary. Have you ever been be-
hooved? It 's a wonderful sensa-
tion! And it's a wonderful chance 
to buy all those incidental things 
that will make your spring ward-
robe happy. Since the anniversary 
means price reduction, there's an 
added attraction to the new mer-
chandise. At the hat bar on the 
main floor there are light felts, 
and some of those mannish Coco-
straw chapeaux that are light 
enough for summer wear. We saw 
Virginia Fender in a becoming one 
with a pale chartreuse ribbon. They 
are definitely in what Mademoi-
selle calls the "lower price bracket." 
Charles of the Ritz has come 
through with another scent-sible 
cologne creation called "Summer-
time" which is a beautiful con-
glomeration of flower odors. The 
cosmetics counter also has a special 
sale on soap, which is definitely 
not as mundane as it sounds, be-
cause the colors are all soft and the 
fragrance appropriate to simmer-
ing days. 
A few aisles over in the shoe de-
partment we recently fell in love 
with the new Joyce playshoes which 
become more original and more 
heart-warming with each shipment. 
They come in all hues from ver-
million to navy blue, and are open-
toed, close-toed, square and round. 
Also in this vicinity are some 
blue-and-white spectators, always 
good, always in demand, and these 
are the square-toed I. Miller's, and 
in a new shipment. 
You've admired probably the 
Duchess of Windsor and her special 
jewelry fads. If you don't want 
to be too much of a copy and get 
one of those brilliant flamingoes, 
there are some bright gaudy parrots 
which are just as attractive and 
much easier on the purse. 
If you're going to have a few 
frocks 'made, or perchance if you 
sew yourself, you'll appreciate the 
unlimited assortment of bright 
spring prints and cool sharkskin 
and linen which means that Dick-
son-Ives has kept in step with the 
military prints and trend toward 
simplicity. 
Final Results of Rollins Mermen 
• Commencement 
(Continued from page 5) 
ment Exercises with an address on 
"Our Changing International Pol-
icy," by the Honorable Charles O. 
Andrews, United States Senator 
from the State of Florida. This 
final ceremony will be in Knowles 
Memorial Chapel. 
In the course of Commencement 
week there will be a rehearsal of 
the diploma ceremony and possibly 
a tea for parents. However, these 
events have not yet been scheduled. 
HORTICULTURE WOMEN 
Short Summer Course July 7 to Aug. 2 
Share in national defense, prepare fore 
interesting careers. Intensive work 
• Fruit Growing • Floriculture 
» Vegetable Gardening • Landscape Design 
» Poultry Raising • Trees and Shrubs 
• Dairying • Plant Materials 
• Soil Science • Beekeeping 
Also 2-yr. diploma course. Catalog. 
Mrs. James Bush-Brown, Ambler, Pa 
Coed Intramurals 
Decided This Week 
Finals results of the co-ed intra 
mural race may be expected to 
emerge by the end of this week 
Golf and tennis deadline falls in 
the middle of the week, the last of 
regular season of volleyball games 
will be played on Friday, and the 
swimming meet will be held on 
Saturday. 
Having two of the best players in 
school on their team of three, the 
Kappas hold a decisive edge in 
the golf situation. 
Returns to date indicate laurels 
in the net game lie between the 
Thetas and Independents. Wins 
turned in by number two and three 
players are extremely important 
as the number one results are be-
yond speculation. 
The same two groups remain 
in the volleyball race. The Inde-
pendents eliminated the Gamma 
Phis as contenders last Friday 28 
to 15 in the longest volleying game 
seen this year. On the Tuesday 
previous they barely nosed out thi 
Pi Phis 27-22 in a carelessly played 
second half. They rest from com-
petition Tuesday of this week tak-
an intensive practice to bolster 
such weaknesses as exist to be 
readiness to put a second leg on 1 
volleyball cup. The Thetas with 
one loss will be out there with all 
the fight in them to tie up the tour-
nament if they can inflict a loss 
t the Independents. 
Saturday's swimming meet will 
find the Independents again offer-
£ a substantial threat to the fa-
red team. The Gamma Phi's 
th Rachel and Flora Harris and 
Terry Dean will have a well rounded 
team that is almost certain to net 
them the high scoring relay event. 
Alma Vander Velde will carry the 
burden for the Independents and 
captain their team. Gertrude Mus-
selwhite, a member of last year's 
varsity will be on hand to swim for 
the Pi Phis. 
After this week only fencing 
and archery, both of which can be 
run off in a few days \ 
G U S T ' S 
Repair Shop 
"We Repair Anything" 
Keys Made 
• Trunks Opened 
120 E. Welbourne Ave. 
Winter Park 
Swamp Stetson 
By 53-28 Score 
Tars Win All Events Except 
220 Free style and Diving; 
Paul Harris Wins Debut 
By Ira Yopp 
In the last swimming meet of 
the year, Rollins defeated Stetson 
53 to 28, Saturday a t the Ponce de 
Leon pool in DeLand. With a well 
balanced team, Coach Fleet Peeple's 
Tars proved too much for the Hat-
ter aggregation, placing well up on 
the list in every event entered. 
In the 50 yard free style Hank 
Swan finished in the number one 
position with a time of 26.6 seconds, 
with Ronnie Green finishing third. 
Reedy Talton and John Twachtman 
placed first and third, respectively, 
in the 100 yard free style race. 
Harold Clark, captain and coach 
of the Stetson team, placed first in 
220 free style, followed by 
Paul Harris in second place 
Dick Krall in third place. In the 
440 yard race the Stetson team 
withdrew and Cecil Butt state title 
holder and John Harris gave an ex 
hibition. 
Paul Harris, making his debut 
with the Tar team, easily took first 
place in the 150 yard backstroke 
event. Gene Sturchio, swimming 
his first competition race, placed 
fourth in this field. In the 200 
yard breaststroke, Eddie ' Waite 
placed first with L. V. Moore taking 
second. 
Rollins placed first in both thi 
three hundred yard medley and the 
four hundred yard free style relays. 
In the 3300 yard event, the team 
composed of Sturchio, backstroke; 
Waite, breaststroke, and Swan, 
freestyle completely outclassed the 
Stetson boys. In the 400 yard event 
the team was composed of Twacht-
man, Talton, Swan, and Waite. 
In the diving contests Ronnie 
Green placed second following Stet-
son's Charlie Kioski. 
ROYAL 
Typewriter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
All makes used typewriters 
DAVIS OFFICE 
SUPPLY 
29 E. Pine St. Orlando 
Phone 5114 — 5115 
FOR THAT SPECIAL 
GRAND GIFT 
AN ETCHING OF ROLLINS TOWER 
By 
RUTH DORIS SWETT 
T H E BOOKERY 
Rollins-Stetson 
Derby Day Comes 
Up This Saturday 
By Jack Liberman 
Comes Saturday, May 17th, and 
Rollins and Stetson will be ih there 
fighting for the old black derby 
now in Dr. Aadms' office. 
That black Derby is the symbol of 
intramural supremacy between the 
two schools. This Saturday, they 
will come together on the Rollins' 
athletic fields, battling it out for 
the honor of keeping the derby for 
the coming year. 
The first Derby day was held in 
1939 and, sorry to say, Stetson went 
home victorious and the derby asit-
ting on the top of its head. Last 
year, after fighting all day, we 
had to be satisfied with a tie. So 
the derby stayed in DeLand the 
first half of the year, while we took 
it the latter half. Now, if we have 
anything to say about it, it is go-
ing to stay right here in Winter 
Park for a t least the year 1941-42. 
> come one, come all and see 
battle of the century, between 
the mighty Rollins and the puny 
Stetson. We want that Derby, 
The following is the list of coi 
testants, let's see if Stetson can 
match it. 
Entries for Stetson Day 
1. Tennis: 
Bob Ruse, John Putney, Rankin 
Shrewsbury, Dave Low, Pete W 
ant, Ollie Barker, Bill Chick, Bill 
Justice, Yves de Chambre, Dud 
Darling, Bill Royal, Dick Rodda; 
Bob Whiston, Frank Bowes, Everet 
Farnsworth, Johnnie Giantonio, 
Frank Grundler, Ed Acree, Quin-
ton Bittle, Larry DaRiff, Ted Pit-
man, Wally Shultz, Bob Stonerock, 
Bob McCorkle, Al Ruth. 
2. Swimming: 
50 yard dash, Clark Kemp; 100 
yard free style, Perce Hubbard; 
220 yard free style, Jay Leslie; 100 
yard breast stroke, Dave McCreary; 
50 yard back stroke, Pete Crawford, 
Bower Corwin; Diving, Pete Craw-
ford; 220 yard free style, relay: 
Leslie, Crawford, Kemp, Hubbard. 
3. Basketball: 
Bob Steinfelt, Jim Blaock, Earl 
Tyler, Freddie Caldwell, Ira Yopp, 
Sam Pugh, Joe Whittlonis. 
Golf: 
Charles Arnold 75—SO 
Ira Yopp 85—90 
Sammy Pugh 80—85 
Bob McFall 90—95 
June Lingerfelt _ 80—85 
Bill Victor 83—85 
Bill Chick 80—85 
Dick Kelly ! 
ALONG the 
SIDELINES 
Sammy Hardman did not writi 
his own character sketch last week. 
Dave Low did, and a very good job 
Earl Brankert 85—90 
Jack Myers 85—90 
5. Diamond Ball: 
Ollie Barker, Chapman Lawton, 
Charlie Arnold, Ed Acree, Dick 
Rodda, Paul Meredith, John Harris, 
Quentin Bittle, Bob Stienielt, Dick 
Curry, Dave Frazier, Bill Justice, 
John Green, Johnnie Giantonio." 
6. Volleyball: 
Tiny Phillips, Dick Curry, Jack 
Myers, Dick Rodda, Bob Steinfelt, 
Fred Kasten, Ralph Chisholm, Fred 
Caldwell, Dick Kelly, Tad Cist, John 
Green, Chappy Lawton. 
7. Tug-of-War: 
All men participating. 
• Pi Gamma 
(Continued from page 2) 
bership will be increased a t the 
next meeting, probably within two 
week's time, for initiation of new 
embers takes place then. As for 
ie names of the new members, 
well, it is all a secret. But this 
No, the Lambda Chis are not 
leading the Intramural race for the 
Gary Cup. They may head the 
totaled list so far, but if you ask 
tb, e-m a n-with-the-adding-machine, 
Dwight Johnson, he will tell you 
confidentially that the X Club and 
the Phi Delts are neck and neck 
in the diamond ball tournament 
and the winner will take the Gary 
Cup. As a matter of fact the X 
Club won the first half of the 
tournament and the Phi Delts were 
second, having been defeated only 
by the X Club. The last game of 
this half of the tournament has 
been arranged between the X Club 
and the Phi Delts. Perhaps the 
trophy itself will depend on that 
game. 
Ynh, ynh, ynh he's bashful. Dave 
iw is, as has been aforesaid, a 
good writer, a nice fellow, etc. But 
not even the Low charm was enough 
drag for much past h i s t o r y 
from the reticent, shy, etc. Manny 
Brankert. Blushing, stammering 
Manny made Dave work for every 
statement he got out of him. Well 
he's a good athlete anyhow. You 
had better read the "Highlight" of 
him, meagre tho it must be. 
While this edition is being run 
off the presses, good old Harper-
Shepherd field is echoing to the 
angry complaints of maltreated 
leather as Jack McDowall's 1941 
football edition of speed, stamina, 
power, and many other desirable 
qualities run through the first of 
the light spring workouts. 
Overheard: Two of the freshmen 
members of the squad worrying 
whether McDowall would invite 
them to fall practice at Ashville. 
Don't worry, fellows, Mr. Mc-
Dowall is a fine guy, and will be 
glad to have you but there's always 
Uncle Sam. 
Next Saturday Stetson will ar-
rive on campus for to take back 
their little black derby. The Rollins 
men haven't done any too well in 
last years, having lost more 
than they have won. Perhaps some 
of this has been due to lack of 
enthusiasm by the majority of 
students. This year Doc Adams and 
Johnny Giantonio have worked hard 
to have an interesting day for 
everyone. Let's all get together 
It does seem a shame that the 
Rollins athletic program no longer 
has a place for fencing. As a sport 
it is clean, inexpensive, and not 
excessively exhaustive. Fencing 
is used the country over in health 
and body building courses. Per-
haps there is no need for another 
number one team able to complete 
with Princeton, West Point, etc, 
but there are enough fencers in 
school now to have a fairly strong 
team. It is too late for this year, 
but next year if Dick Yard, Dick 
Cerra, and Frank Bowes, and any of 
the others should try to establish a 
fencing team, Rollins might do well 
to back them wholeheartedly. 
next meeting will bear watching 
for the officers for 1941-42 will 
be elected. And with that, our in-
vestigation draws to a close. 
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Tar Oarsmen Win 
Easily Over New 
Orleans Boat Club 
Rollins Uses High Stroke to 
Void Visitor's Early Lead; 
Win by Four Lengths 
Saturday afternoon The Rollins 
crew, rowing into a strong wind, 
defeated the New Orleans Boat 
Club by four and one-half lengths 
over the American Henley course of 
one mile and five-sixteenths in the 
time of 8:40. 
The New Orleans boat, which had 
four former college strokes in the 
port positions, slipped away to take 
the lead at the start. Rollins rowed 
a high stroke of 42 to lead the New 
Orleans crew at the quarter mark; 
at the half way point it was Rollins 
by two lengths and going away 
fast. At the cypress trees the New 
Orleans bow, Joe Manguno, caught 
a crab and jumped his slide; he was 
forced to row the remainder of the 
race without a slide. Rollins "leg 
'drived" to the four and one half-
length finish. 
Rowing for the visitors were: 
stroke, Clifford Woodward; number 
seven, Bob Belden; number six, 
Tom Bechtel; number five, Fred 
Wolf; number four, Herbert Jah-
ncke; number three, Fred Schall; 
number two, Charles Baertl; Bow, 
Joe Manguno; and coxwain, Zatar-
ain. 
Excitement was on hand at the 
boat house after the race not only 
for the Rollins Coxwain, but for 
the two rival coaches. The Tar 
oarsmen made short work of throw-
ing Coach Wilford Sanchos in the 
lake. The visitors took care of 
Coach U. T. Bradley, Rollins men-
tor, in the same manner. 
The Rollins crew left Sunday for 
Washington, D. C , after which 
they will go to Marietta, Ohio. 
Saturday the 17th marks the day 
of the Dad Vail Regetta for which 
Rollins has been training for the 
last two months. The Rollins oars-
men will have the best chance they 
have ever had of winning this big 
event this year. 
The boys making the trip are 
First Aid for 
SQUIRMERS 
You will never writhe or 
Or wi^le like » worm 
In any chair that you may 
chance to sit in, 
If you switch to Arrow shorts, 
The seamless kind that 
thwarts 
Your ever being cnafed a bit 
or bitten! 
Arrow shorts . . . 65c up 
Yowell-Drew's 
Tar Toughies Begin 
Spring Football 
This afternoon Coach Jack Mc-
Dowall's Rollins Tars begin spring 
practice for a heavier-than-ever 
football schedule next season. There 
are to be four home games at Tin-
ker Stadium in Orlando. Chief 
changes in the schedule are the in-
clusion of games with Mercer Uni-
versity, Davis and Elkins College, 
and Howard College. There will 
be no games with Stetson and only 
one game instead of the usual two 
with Tampa. The Howard and 
Mercer games will both be con-
ference games. 
Last season the Tars won the 
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association crown and were de-
feated only by Davidson in an ex-
tra-conference game. Rollins-Dav-
idson game will open the 1941 
schedule September 20 at Davidson, 
North Carolina. The next SIAA 
game will be a week later at New-
berry, South Carolina, against New-
berry. October 17, the Tars will 
meet the powerful Miami Hurri-
canes at Miami in what may prove 
to be the most important conference 
game on the Tar Schedule. The 
third conference game will be with 
Mercer at Tinker Stadium, October 
24. November 7, Davis and Elkins 
College from Elkins, W. Virginia, 
will provide a breather non-con-
ference game. November 14, the 
Tars will go to Tampa to meet 
the husky Spartans. November 21, 
Presbyterian College will be an-
other stiff hurdle to take in the Rol-
lins conference race. Presbyter-
ian was defeated only by Rollins 
and took second place in the SIAA 
last year. The game will be in 
Orlando. The Tars will wind up 
their season November 28, against 
Howard College from Birmingham, 
Alabama. This is another confer-
ence game and little has been 
found out yet about Howard ex-
cept that they occasionally play 
such schools as Tennessee or Ala-
bama as breathers. 
Captain and stroke, Mel Clanb 
number seven, Grady Ray; number 
six, Mickey Harmon, number five, 
Frank Grundler; number four, Car-
row Tolson; number three, Carl 
Sedlmayr; number two, Bob Mat-
thews; bow, Bud Waddell; and 
coxwain, Tom Royall. Nin Bond 
will go with Coach Bradley 
substitute. 
X Club, Phi Delts 
Defeat Diball Foes 
By Jack Liberman 
Because of rain and postpone-
ments, only two diamondball games 
>re played last week. 
Last Tuesday, the Independent-
Sigma Nu game was postponed 
i later date, while the X Club, 
league leaders had an easy time 
downing the Lambda Chis, 19-4. 
The Clubbers took an early lead, 
scoring seven runs in the first in-
ning, Rodda's home run with two 
on featured the attack. 
The Club did not let up in the 
following innings and scored three 
times in the second, led by Whis-
ton's round bagger, four times in 
the third on four hits, and finally 
five runs in the fourth on Whiston's 
single, followed by Kramer's and 
Amark's doubles. 
The Lambda Chis rallied in the 
fourth and fifth by tallying twice 
in each frame. 
Myers while in trouble through-
out the entire game came through 
in the pinches and only allowed five 
hits. Talton hurled the first in-
ning and Kelly took over the rest 
of the game. 
Wednesday's games were rained 
out. 
Thursday's game between the X 
Club and Sigma Nus was won 5-0 
by the Club on a forfeit. 
The Phi Delts-K. A. encounter 
was a wild and wooly affair. The 
Phi Delts finally emerged the 
tors, 17-10. 
I t was a game featured by many 
rallies and fights, verbal, between 
the teams and the umpire and th> 
Phi Delts themselves. 
The Phi Delts took a 2-0 lead by 
the end of their half of the second, 
but the K. A.s scored thrjee in 
second. The Phi Delts came right 
back to score three runs on Bar-
ker's home run. Not to be outdone, 
the K. A.s scored three more runs 
in the third. 
To add to the excitement, the 
victors came up with six runs in 
each of the fourth and fifth innings. 
The K. A.s did not go down without 
a fight and batted across four in 
the fourth featured by two home 
runs, one by Bittle and the othi 
by Kolouris, but they were not 
enough. 
Both teams, the umpire, yours 
truly, and all the spectators were 
about dead by the end of the game. 
Sport Highlights 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY 
20c BARGAIN DAYS 20c 
LEW AYRES AND 
LIONEL BARRYMORE 
ERROL FLYNN AND 
OLIVIA DE HAVILANE 
THE ADVENTURES OF 
ROBIN HOOD 
TWO BIG PICTURES AT HALF PRICE 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 
The Year's Most Gleesoi 
MERLEI^ , 
DENNIS MORGAN 
R K A Y W I T H 
L Th* AMOUR m ClAMOUtti J 
25c-30c PLUS TAX 
Threesome! 
fjW • _ They're ait 
YOUNG AMERICA FLIES — FOX NEWS 
(Manny Brankert) 
Bashful Manny Brankert was 
born in Wainsboro, Tennessee, 
sometime between 1910 and 1941, 
am't tell when. At the age of 
four years he moved to Benton 
Harbor, Michigan. Manny's ath-
letic feats have been many, per-
haps due to the fact that he started 
career in eighth grade, when he 
first reported for baseball. His 
sophomore year in highschool saw 
him competing in varsity athletics 
at Winter Garden High School, 
in Florida. Manny played 
all three major sports there for the 
next three years. 
In 1936, Manny came to Rollins 
id reported for freshman football. 
He was placed in the backfield 
where he was destined to remain for 
the next four years. He has made 
quite a record for himself and also 
Rollins. He has played four years 
arsity baseball, going from one 
position to another as the occasion 
demanded. Last year and the year 
before he was one of the best ball 
handlers on the Rollins quintette, 
this year however, he was unable 
to play. The team missed him. 
Manny is unique in that he has no 
final statement for the press. Good 
luck Manny. 
SWIMMIN' 
TIME 
W I S P - O - W E I G H T 
with LaMimx yarn 
$2.95 and up 
GABARDINE 
TRUNKS 
$2.00 
R . C . B A K E R 
at the corner, downtown 
NOW IS THE TIME 
TO GET THAT CAR 
New or Used 
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF ESPECIALLY 
GOOD USED CARS 
"Best Buick Yet" 
Orange Buick Co, 
333 N. Orange Ave. Orlando 
DID YOU KNOW THAT 
YOU CAN SAVE 
10% 
at our cash and carry office. 
Complete Laundry Service 
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS 
Pressing While You Wait 
Winter Park Branch 
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY 
308 E. Park Avenue 
Opposite Hamilton Hotel 
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Confessions of One Who 
Took a Glamor Boy to Beach 
Yes, I am a member of a sorority 
and along about spring every year 
the girls all decide they want to 
take a week-end and "rest" at the, 
beach. For exactly 5 weeks, 2 
days, and 20 minutes I was hounded 
with the question "Who are you 
taking to the beach party, dear?" 
Well, frankly I didn't know and 
cared even less. One night before 
dozing off to sleep, I grappled with 
an alien thought (this is one of 
my many afflictions). Shall I ask 
one of McDowall's "outdoor per-
sonifications" or shall I simply cut 
loose and slink into the Pelican 
with a Glamor Boy. I cut loose all 
right but we did anything but slink 
into the Pelican as we drove over 
there in the record run of 4 hours 
in order that my glamorous date's 
coiffure wouldn't be whipped out of 
shape for the two days activities. 
I t wasn't much use though for 
everyone had left Coronado to revel 
in Daytona and no one except Mr. 
and Mrs, Saunders were on hand to 
welcome my immaculately groomed 
escort and myself. 
Sunday morning brought the pro^ 
mise of an adventurous day. The 
first adventure being when ev 
one had to use the outside door to 
get to the kitchen and points South 
because my "sleeping beauty" wa 
getting his sufficient sleep for th< 
day. But by 10:45 he was down on 
the beach with his body clothed in 
Jantzen's best and an ice blue snood 
placed casually over his head. (One 
of my sister's exclaimed she didn't 
see why he didn't wrap his visage 
in one of a contrasting color, but 
I simply ignored her). After all 
wasn't my date one of the glamor 
boys of the campus. 
The remainder of the day was 
spent lying on the beach until we 
CAMPUS CAMERA 
WAY BACK WHEN. IT WAS 
CUSTOMARY FOR COLLEGE? 
TD FURNISH PROFESSORS W m 
PASTURES FOR. THEIR. COWS / 
For extra prompt and efficient Service 
on Home or Auto Radios — Call 115 
LMMt 
Work called for and delivered R. C. A. Victor Radios 
SOUTHERN DAIRIES 
Sealtest Ice Cream 
is served exclusively in the Beanery 
SPECIAL FOR MAY 
Black Rasberry 
had received the proper amount of 
ultra violet rays on both extrem; 
ties and then a brisk walk out to 
the receding tide (no swimming 
the salt water, of course) in order 
that we might be able to affirm 
that we had been in the ocean — up 
to our ankle bones. I begrudgingly 
followed my escort, whom I was 
slowly learning to hate, back to the 
house to "dress" for dinner. I t was 
a lovely event, Carney Sedlmayr 
was clad in a bit of grey while my 
"Romeo" floated in on a cloud of 
yellow crash slacks trimmed with 
chartreuse buttons and matching 
sunglass rims. He ate very little 
but "after all", he informed me, "I 
must stick close to my diet to keep 
my Adonis figure." He could keep 
it as far as I was concerned. From 
dinner on my day was pleasant be-
cause my date "relaxed" on a cot 
under the ping pong table and pro-
menaded up and down the terrace 
facing the ocean while I dashed 
off with the remainder of the party 
and actually swam and played vol-
leyball. I learned later he had also 
varied his routine by teaching th> 
Saunders the LaConga. 
My patience had been exhausted 
and in desperation I dragged my 
escort, my blankets, my grip, his 
blankets, and his air-flow luggage 
down the steps and into the car and 
reached Winter Park 20 minutes 
later. He catapulted himself from 
the car, sent the houseboy out for 
his belongings and hasn't been to his 
classes thus far this week. 
The moral of my rantings is — 
Don't take a glamor boy to a beach 
party just to make a good impres-
sion, because nine times out of ten 
you'll make the impression and in 
his marceled head with a nice rusty 
crow-bar. 
• Over There 
(Continued from Page 4) 
try. The Hindus hate the British, 
but they hate Hitler just a little 
more. The Moslems would do any-
thing to get rid of the British — 
even throw in with Hitler. India 
so far hasn't caused the English 
any outstanding trouble in this 
crisis, but she hasn't been much of 
a help. India is a problem child 
for the old Lion. She would be a 
problem for any conqueror. She 
is a seething pot of religious strife 
and disunity, poverty and filth, il-
literacy, and hostile tribes. She 
is hopelessly backward, but nations 
will sell their souls to own India 
Why because India is rich in nat-
ural resources. Her teeming mil. 
lions offer a superb market for in-
dustrial- products. She is inter-
lly disorganized. She is a "na-
tural" for a good political graft 
machine. 
ie call of India tempted Alex-
:r, Napoleon, and the builders 
the British Empire. I t is a 
sweet song. I t is a lovely song. It 
rich song. It 's the Song of 
India! Adolf, old man, can you 
hear it too. 
Ifs Chesterfield 
Smokers everywhere like their 
COOLER, MILDER, BETTER TASTE 
W i t h outdoor lovers the coun t ry over , 
the re ' s nothing l ike Chesterfield for a com-
pletely satisfying c igare t t e . . . they ' re a lways 
Cooler -Smoking , Definitely M i l d e r and far 
Bet te r -Tas t ing . 
Chesterfield's right combination of the 
world's best cigarette tobaccos is the big 
reason for their ever-growing popularity. 
EVERYWHERE YOU GO 
